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Abstract

Creative thinking is central to the arts, sciences, and everyday life. How does the brain produce 

creative thought? A series of recently published papers has begun to provide insight into this 

question, reporting a strikingly similar pattern of brain activity and connectivity across a range of 

creative tasks and domains, from divergent thinking to poetry composition to musical 

improvisation. This research suggests that creative thought involves dynamic interactions of large-

scale brain systems, with the most compelling finding being that the default and executive control 

networks, which can show an antagonistic relationship, actually cooperate during creative 

cognition and artistic performance. These findings have implications for understanding how brain 

networks interact to support complex cognitive processes, particularly those involving goal-

directed, self-generated thought.
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Creativity, Cognitive Control, and Self-Generated Thought

In this article, we highlight recent developments in the neuroscience of creative cognition, 

with a focus on understanding the roles of cognitive control and self-generated thought. 

Creativity is a broadly defined construct, but it is generally assumed to involve the 

generation of some product that is both novel and useful [1–3]. Creative cognition can thus 

be understood as a set of mental processes that support the generation of novel and useful 

ideas. Here, we focus primarily on creative thought processes related to the production and 

evaluation of self-generated ideas in a range of creative domains. Self-generated thoughts 

arise from internally-focused mental activity that is largely independent of external input [4]. 

Although self-generated thoughts can occur spontaneously in mind, they also have been 

shown to benefit from goal-directed processing and cognitive control [5]. We suggest that 
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creative cognition may also involve such goal-directed, self-generated thought processes, 

particularly when cognition must be constrained to meet specific task demands.

A growing number of studies have used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and 

functional connectivity analysis of fMRI data to assess dynamic interactions between large-

scale brain systems, such as the default and executive control networks, during creative 

cognition and artistic performance. We consider neuroimaging evidence related to both 

domain-general (e.g., divergent thinking) and domain-specific (e.g., musical improvisation) 

creative thought. Notably, we do not address research on creative insight, but we refer 

readers interested in the neuroscience of insight to recent articles [6–7] for thorough reviews 

on the topic. This paper proposes a framework to account for the dynamic interplay of the 

default and control networks supporting creative idea generation and evaluation. The model 

is discussed in the context of research that has provided evidence for related default-control 

network interactions in studies of mind-wandering [8–9], autobiographical planning [10–

11], and other modes of self-generated thought [5].

Default and Executive Control Network Dynamics

Resting-state and task-based fMRI have identified several large-scale brain networks that 

underlie core cognitive and attentional processes. Two of the most widely studied networks 

are the default network and the executive control network. The default network consists of 

midline and posterior inferior parietal regions that show increased metabolic activity in the 

absence of most externally-presented cognitive tasks [12]. Default network activity is 

associated with spontaneous and self-generated thought, including mind-wandering, mental 

simulation, social cognition, autobiographical retrieval, and episodic future thinking [5, 13–

14]. The control network consists of lateral prefrontal and anterior inferior parietal regions, 

and its activity is associated with cognitive processes that require externally-directed 

attention, including working memory, relational integration, and task-set switching [15]. The 

default and control networks can exhibit an antagonistic relationship at rest and during many 

cognitive tasks. During working memory tasks, for example, the control network typically 

shows increased activation while the default network deactivates, presumably reflecting the 

suppression of task-unrelated thoughts during cognitive control [16].

Importantly, the default and control networks have also shown cooperation during several 

cognitive processes [8, 17–21]. Such processes typically involve the top-down modulation 

of self-generated information [5]. Although the default network has previously been 

associated with generative processes such as imagining future experiences [22–23], its 

coupling with the control network has recently been shown to be important for more goal-

directed cognitive processes. For example, the default and control networks show 

cooperation during autobiographical future planning—constructing a detailed and sequential 

mental representation about a future goal state [10, 19, 24]. Goal-directed, self-generated 

thought thus appears to involve both the generative functions of the default network and the 

strategic functions of the control network.

We propose that certain aspects of creative thought, particularly creative idea generation and 

evaluation, may also involve goal-directed, self-generated cognition. Our research group and 
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others have previously noted that creative thought may benefit from dynamic interactions of 

the default and control networks [25–29]. We suggest that the default network contributes to 

the generation of candidate ideas—potentially useful information derived from long-term 

memory—in light of its role in self-generated cognition (e.g., episodic memory; [5]). Yet the 

control network is often required to evaluate the efficacy of candidate ideas and modify 

them to meet the constraints of task-specific goals. Our model builds on a seminal theory 

[28] that suggested that the default and control networks may contribute to idea generation 

and selection, respectively, by means of the evolutionary processes of blind variation and 

selective retention (cf. [30–31]). Notably, however, our framework does not incorporate 

such evolutionary mechanisms. Below, we discuss this model in the context of recent 

research on both domain-general [26, 32–33] and domain-specific [27, 34–35] creative 

thought processes.

Brain Network Interaction During Domain-General Creative Cognition

One of the most widely used assessments of domain-general creative cognition is the 

alternate uses divergent thinking task [36]. In contrast to convergent thinking tasks, which 

involve discovering a single solution to a creative problem (e.g., insight; [6–7]), divergent 

thinking involves generating several possible solutions to an open-ended problem, such as 

inventing creative uses for common objects. A recent study assessed dynamic interactions 

between brain regions during an alternate uses divergent thinking task [26]. Whole-brain 

functional connectivity analysis was used to identify a network of brain regions associated 

with divergent thinking, which included several regions of the default, control, and salience 

networks (see Figure 1A). Seed-based analyses revealed direct functional connections 

between these network hubs.

As depicted in Figure 1B, the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) showed increased coupling 

with regions of the control network (i.e., DLPFC) and salience network (i.e., bilateral insula 

and anterior cingulate). Moreover, dynamic functional connectivity analysis showed 

differential coupling of network hubs across the task duration; for example, the PCC showed 

early coupling with the right anterior insula and later coupling with the right DLPFC, among 

other regions (see Figure 1C). In light of the right anterior insula’s role as a node of the 

salience network, a network involved in switching between the default and control networks 

[18], early coupling between default and salience networks was interpreted as an 

intermediate switching mechanism that facilitated later coupling between default and control 

networks.

Cooperation of the default and control networks has been reported in other neuroimaging 

investigations of domain-general creative cognition. Using a divergent thinking task 

paradigm similar to the one described above [26], a recent study found that the creative 

quality of divergent thinking responses, assessed via trained raters, predicted increased 

functional coupling of the ventral ACC and the left angular gyrus, regions involved in 

cognitive control and self-generated thought, respectively [32]. In a similar vein, another 

study employed a verb generation task requiring the production of semantically distant verbs 

in response to a series of presented nouns [33]. Generating semantically-distant verbs—

responses that were remotely associated with nouns, assessed via Latent Semantic Analysis
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—was associated with activation of the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), a hub of the 

default network; moreover, as the semantic distance between the noun and verb increased, 

the MPFC showed greater coupling with the ventral ACC.

Such findings are also consistent with a recent study that examined resting-state network 

patterns in people with high divergent thinking ability [25]. Highly creative participants 

showed increased coupling of default network regions with the left inferior frontal gyrus, a 

region associated with cognitive control that is widely implicated in studies of divergent 

thinking [37]. Taken together, these findings indicate that creative thought may benefit from 

the cooperation of default and control network regions.

Brain Network Interaction During Artistic Performance

The neuroscience of artistic performance has largely centered on musical improvisation [35, 

38–44], although other domains have increasingly been explored, including visual art [27, 

45], creative writing [34, 46–47], and lyrical improvisation [48]. Recently, [35] sought to 

address the role of control network regions in musical improvisation using functional 

connectivity analysis. The authors asked pianists to improvise following one of two different 

cognitive strategies: using specific sets of piano keys (“pitch sets”) or expressing specific 

emotions. Constraining performance to specific pitch sets revealed increased coupling of the 

DLPFC and several regions associated with cognitive and motor control, including the 

dorsal pre-motor area and the pre-supplementary motor area (see Figure 2A). Expressing 

emotion, in contrast, was associated with increased functional connectivity between the 

DLPFC and the default network (see Figure 2B). In this context, the DLPFC may exert top-

down influence over generative processes stemming from the default network during the 

strategic expression of emotionally-based improvisation.

Creativity researchers have long speculated that creative thought involves a two-stage 

process of idea generation and idea evaluation [49]. Idea generation is often conceived as a 

bottom-up process associated with diffuse attention, whereas idea evaluation is thought to 

involve focused attention and cognitive control [28]. The neural networks that support idea 

generation and evaluation, however, have only recently been examined using brain imaging 

techniques.

A recent study of professional poets contrasted brain networks involved in poetry 

composition [34]. During fMRI, poets were asked to spontaneously generate new poetry in 

one condition, and to revise their self-generated poems in another. Using Independent 

Component Analysis (ICA), the authors identified several components associated with 

poetry composition that formed five hierarchical clusters (see Figure 3A). One cluster 

included default network regions (e.g., MPFC) and another included control network regions 

(e.g., DLPFC & IPS; see Figure 3B). During idea generation, the default and control 

network clusters were negatively correlated (see Figure 3C). During idea revision, however, 

the correlation between the networks increased, suggesting that evaluating and revising self-

generated poetry involves relatively increased cooperation of the default and control 

systems.
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The involvement of the default and control networks during idea generation and evaluation 

was further explored in a study of visual artists [27]. Using an MRI-compatible drawing 

tablet system, art students were asked to sketch ideas for a book cover and then evaluate 

their ideas. At the univariate level of analysis, idea generation was associated with 

widespread activity of default regions, whereas idea evaluation was associated with both 

default (e.g., MPFC and PCC) and control network activity (e.g., DLPFC and ACC). 

Moreover, a functional connectivity analysis revealed increased coupling of default and 

control network regions during idea evaluation, consistent with the poetry composition study 

described above [34]. Both experiments showed that idea evaluation involves increased 

functional coupling of the default and control networks. These studies suggest that 

generating new ideas in poetry and visual art may benefit from self-generated thoughts 

originating in the default network, but that such ideas may require top-down modulation 

during evaluation, thus reflected in default-control network coupling.

Brain Networks and Creative Cognition: An Integrative Framework

The research described above suggests that creative cognition involves dynamic interaction 

of the default and control networks. This pattern has been reported in studies of both 

domain-general creativity [26, 32–33] and various domains of artistic performance, such as 

music [35], literature [34], and visual art [27]. Here, we describe a framework to account for 

the interplay of the default and control networks underlying creative thought processes. We 

propose that creative thought involves similar cognitive and neural mechanisms as other 

forms of goal-directed, self-generated cognition (e.g., autobiographical future planning; [10, 

19, 24]). In general, we contend that the default network influences the generation of 

candidate ideas, but that the control network can constrain and direct this process to meet 

task-specific goals via top-down monitoring and executive control.

As noted above, a primary function of the default network is episodic memory retrieval [22]. 

Recent research points to an important role of the default network and episodic memory in 

creative cognition ([50–51]; see Box 1). We suspect that memory systems may play a key 

role in the generation of candidate ideas across domain-general and domain-specific 

contexts (cf. [52]). Although memory retrieval appears to play an important role in idea 

generation, cognitive control systems can also be recruited to evaluate and modify candidate 

ideas to meet specific goals, in line with behavioral [53–59] and neuroimaging [37, 60–64] 

evidence showing consistent involvement of executive mechanisms in creative thought. 

Thus, the control and default networks may cooperate to leverage both top-down (executive) 

and bottom-up (generative) processes during creative cognition. Default-control network 

coupling is not ubiquitous, however, as the networks have shown both cooperation and 

competition during creative thinking tasks.

Box 1

The Default Network and Episodic Memory: Links to Creative Cognition

The default network has shown robust activation when people imagine future experiences 

[14, 22–23]. More specifically, a subset of default network regions referred to as the core 

network [22] is similarly engaged when people are asked to remember past experiences 
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(i.e., episodic memory) and imagine future experiences (i.e., episodic simulation; for a 

recent meta-analysis, see [68]). Given the engagement of the default network regions 

during creative cognition, a natural question concerns possible links between creative 

cognition on the one hand and episodic memory and episodic simulation on the other. 

Several recent studies have provided evidence for such links. Amnesic patients with 

hippocampal damage, who have severe episodic memory deficits, also perform poorly on 

the widely used Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking [69]. It has also been reported that 

healthy young adults sometimes draw on episodic memories when performing the 

alternate uses divergent thinking task mentioned earlier, although retrieval of episodic 

memories during performance of this task occurred infrequently [70]. Moreover, a study 

of healthy young and older adults reported that performance on the alternate uses task 

was positively correlated with the number of episodic details that participants reported 

when they imagined future personal experiences [71]. This correlation with divergent 

thinking, however, was specific to imagined future events and was not observed for 

recalled or imagined past events.

Even stronger evidence linking performance on the alternates uses task with episodic 

memory and simulation comes from a recent study in which participants received an 

episodic specificity induction—brief training in recollecting specific details of a recent 

experience—prior to performing the alternate uses divergent thinking task [72]. Previous 

work had shown that the specificity induction selectively boosts the number of episodic 

details that participants provide on subsequent tasks that require remembering past 

experiences and imagining future experiences, while having no effect on the number of 

semantic details that participants provide on such tasks ([73]; for review, see [74]). 

Critically, administering the specificity induction increased the number of appropriate 

uses that participants generated on a subsequent alternate uses task, and also increased 

episodic details on a future simulation task [72]. These findings suggest that further 

research investigating the relations among episodic memory, episodic simulation, and 

divergent thinking, and how they are underpinned by the default network, should be 

extremely informative.

One possible contributing factor to default-control network coupling is the degree of goal-

directedness of a given creative task. Creative thought can be considered “goal-directed” 

when it is constrained to meet task-specific goals (e.g., conveying an abstract concept; [35]) 

or when explicit top-down processes are required (e.g., evaluating the efficacy of self-

generated ideas; [27]). It has previously been suggested that the default and control networks 

will cooperate to generate and maintain an “internal train of thought” [65] or during the 

extended evaluation of internal information [5]. In this context, the control network may 

modify and direct self-generated thoughts to meet the demands of task-specific goals [10–

11, 20].

Recent research on musical improvisation has provided support for this notion [35]. Here, 

default and control networks showed cooperation when musicians were asked to improvise 

based on a specific emotion. Thus, the task goal of expressing a specific emotion may recruit 

the strategic and top-down mechanisms of the control network, which may oversee the 
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spontaneous generation of candidate ideas originating in the default network. In the absence 

of such control, musicians may rely solely on spontaneously generated melodic sequences 

that do not necessarily adhere to the task goal of expressing a specific emotion. The control 

network may therefore maintain an “internal train of thought” by keeping the task goal 

activated, inhibiting aesthetically undesirable or goal-incongruent melodic sequences, and 

strategically searching memory for goal-congruent sequences.

Studies of artistic performance have also reported default-control network coupling during 

creative idea evaluation. A study of visual artists [27] found increased functional 

connectivity between the PCC and DLPFC when artists were asked to evaluate their 

previously generated ideas. The authors of this study suggest that idea evaluation may 

invoke a unique mode of analytic processing characterized by both deliberate (top-down) 

and spontaneous (bottom-up) forms of evaluative thought [27]. In this context, the default 

network may provide bottom-up evaluations via spontaneously-generated and self-

referential mechanisms; the control network, in turn, may compare this information to the 

task goal and modify it via cognitive control mechanisms such as inhibition and selection.

Yet the default and control networks may also show less cooperation in some situations, 

such as in the absence of a clear task goal or when top-down constraints are relaxed. In the 

study of study of poetry composition [34], for example, poets were simply asked to 

spontaneously generate novel poetry—not to engage a generative strategy, as in the study of 

musical improvisation (e.g., [35])—so the top-down functions of the control network were 

not required. Indeed, the authors reported increased activation of default regions during 

poetry generation, and a functional connectivity analysis revealed a negative correlation 

between default and control network regions during generation. But this negative correlation 

was markedly attenuated during idea evaluation, possibly due to increased task demands and 

top-down control required. Default-control network coupling may therefore depend on the 

extent to which creative cognition relies on goal-directed processing.

Concluding Remarks

Creativity researchers have long questioned whether creative thought involves more or less 

cognitive control [66–67]. The research described above highlights the benefits of a nuanced 

approach to addressing this question, using experimental manipulations that differentiate 

between sub-processes of creative cognition (e.g., idea generation and evaluation) and 

neuroimaging data analysis methods that assess interactions between brain regions. This 

emerging literature suggests that creative thought involves cooperation of the default and 

control networks—similar to other forms of goal-directed, self-generated thought—and that 

the extent of control network involvement may depend on the extent to which creative 

thought is constrained to meet specific task goals. Future research should continue to 

explore the brain network dynamics underlying creative cognition and artistic performance, 

with a focus on understanding how and when creative thought benefits from cognitive 

control (see Box 2).
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Figure 1. Functional Connectivity Associated with Divergent Thinking
(A) Whole-brain multivariate pattern analysis contrasting alternate uses divergent thinking 

with object characteristic generation. Brain maps show differential functional connectivity 

patterns during divergent thinking. (B) The posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) shows 

increased connectivity with regions of the control (DLPFC) and salience (insula) networks 

during divergent thinking. (C) The PCC (black sphere) shows early coupling with salience 

network regions (bilateral insulae) and later coupling with control network regions 

(DLPFC). Regions labeled in black on the right show positive connectivity with the source 

ROI; regions labeled in gray were not significant. Adapted from [26].
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Figure 2. Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex Connectivity During Musical Improvisation
The right DLPFC (green) shows differential connectivity as a function of task goals during 

musical improvisation in professional pianists. (A) Functional connectivity associated with 

the goal of using specific sets of piano keys; brain maps show increased coupling between 

the right DLPFC and motor regions (e.g., dorsal pre-motor area and the pre-supplementary 

motor area). (B) Functional connectivity associated with the goal of expressing specific 

emotions; brain maps show increased coupling between the right DLPFC and default 

network regions (e.g., MPFC, PCC, and bilateral IPL). Adapted from [35].
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Figure 3. Brain Network Connections Associated with Poetry Generation and Revision
(A) Independent Component Analysis (ICA) identified 53 functional networks associated 

with poetry composition in professional poets; these networks formed five hierarchical 

clusters. (B) Hierarchical clusters 2 (red box) and 4 (purple box) are depicted, along with 

examples of their respective components (functional networks). Note that cluster 2 included 

default network regions (MPFC) and cluster 4 included control network regions (DLPFC 

and IPS). (C) Clusters 2 and 4 were negatively correlated during the generation of new 

poetry (GNP); this correlation increased significantly during the revision of new poetry 

(RNP). Adapted from [34].
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